
                                                                                                  

                                               

April 18th ,   2013  

Whew!  We made it through Dakota Step testing, AND the winter storm of April 2013!  I look at Sioux 

Falls, and am thankful we got more snow than ice.  That freezing ice so just dangerous.     

Right now we are focused on getting back into a daily routine.  It has been a while! 

***Heads up for the re-scheduled field trip to De Smet to visit the homestead of Laura Ingalls.  The 

new date is May 6th, so be praying for a good day of weather for that event. 
 Religion:    

Since it has been a while since we looked over our last Commandment, we reviewed the 6th commandment, and how 

for 4th graders it really talks about being faithful in their friendships.  It was a good talk for this time of year, 

as tempers fray, and patience starts to dwindle.  We are like a family, and like a family, members get a little 

grumpy with each other after a while.  I hear that happened to some during the power outages!  

Language Arts: 

Writing: We are working on J and K in our South Dakota books.  There are one or two pages that may come 

home in a couple of weeks, just to put a personal touch on the last pages needed in our ABC book. 

Grammar/Spelling: We continue to make progress in our Simple Solutions Grammar book.  These books are a 

wonderful way to cover multiple concepts each lesson. 

Reading:  The midterm novel grades will be switched over on Friday to quarter grades.  Final book conferences 

will be May 10th. 

Social Studies:  

Today was the map test over the NE region.   As we finish up the last region, be looking ahead to the end of the 

year tests over our states and capitals.  The 50 states spelling test is divided between   April 26th –for the first 

25 states , and May 3-for the second 25 states.  May 7th will be the states/capitals matching test over all fifty 

states.  They will have word banks with the names.  The very last test of the year is on May 10th, the map test 

of the US.  The students will have to label the states, but spelling won’t count. 

Science: 

We are reviewing circuits, and how electricity travels.  As we study series and parallel circuits, the students will 

have a chance to build the two types to see exactly how they work.  

Math:    

We are learning how to compare prices when shopping, and will work a bit more with decimals for a while.  Dakota 

Step was heavy in the math area, so there will be a bit more learning with manipulatives,  and some of those math 

activities you saw at the Math Night for the next week. 

                                Fourth Quarter is half over!!!  Stay strong until the very last day! 
 

April 26th—Spring Concert—the students need their Catholic Schools Week shirts/blue jeans—meet in library 

April 29th –field trip to Sioux Falls—Washington Pavilion—SD Symphony—we will take the bus with the public  

school 4th graders-- $2.00 and yes, uniforms 

April 26th 1st half of states spelling test   May 3rd —Spelling test over the 2nd half of fifty states 

May 6th –Field trip to  De Smet  $5.00 and sack lunch—no uniform- 

May 7th  -- States and capitals matching test-names provided 

May 10th – 50 states only map final test—spelling does not count 

 

                        Nancy Anderson   428-3459    nanderso@sfcss.org    
             **Thanks for all you do to help your son or daughter have a successful year.**     


